
IN CLASSICAL MICROECONOMIC THEORY, a company is a “black box,” a
purposeful entity whose inner workings cannot be observed and whose
behavior is determined almost entirely by the markets in which it

competes. Executives and management practitioners, on the other hand,
tend to behave as though changing the internal design and operation of a
company can profoundly aƒfect its performance.

Can the views of economists and managers be reconciled? Which innovations
in corporate design are likely to succeed in the business environment of the
next decade? We undertook a two-year research program to find out. 

First, we analyzed the advantages and problems of today’s largest corpo-
rations. Second, we examined the strategies and organizational designs of
innovative and successful firms. These are few in number, and many of them
are small. For that reason, they cannot act as a ready source of best practices
for giant corporations to adopt. Yet they do oƒfer a landscape attractive to
executives for whom innovation and entrepreneurialism are aspirations rather
than everyday realities.

Since the grounds for future competitive success cannot be understood solely
on the basis of current practice, we also drew on the discipline of organi-
zational economics, which analyzes organizational actions as outcomes of
strategic interplay among individuals as they respond to incentives or
otherwise pursue their own interests.
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Organizational economics thus looks inside the “black box” of the corpo-
ration by examining the task of motivating and coordinating human activity.
Though not in the mainstream of economic thought, the field has matured
rapidly, and several of its leading exponents have won Nobel prizes.* The
work of such thinkers as Ronald Coase, Oliver Williamson, and Herbert
Simon informs many contemporary practices in strategy and organization.† 

Unlike classical microeconomics, organizational economics is not at odds
with a managerial view of strategy and organization. Indeed, it complements
it, giving us tools for designing and changing organizations with less recourse
to such ambiguous concepts as “community,” “trust,” and “culture.” There
is nothing intrinsically wrong with these ideas, which may have a central part
to play in the design of eƒfective organizations. But they are diƒficult to define
and can impede managers’ communication.

With its focus on such ideas as ownership, decision rights, and incentives,
organizational economics oƒfers a practical tool in designing companies
capable of responding to the business challenges of the twenty-first century.

What organizations do

Organizations exist to motivate their members and coordinate their activities.
In general, corporate performance suƒfers when there is a lack of motivation,
coordination, or both.

For many companies, the chief challenge is insuƒficient entrepreneurialism: 
a failure to motivate top talent to seize opportunities and make the most of
them. For others, the problem is an inability to develop, apply, and capture
value from new technologies and practices, and to forge value-creating
linkages between processes, business units, and core functions. We might
think of this as primarily a knowledge challenge, or a lack of coordination. 

Frederick Winslow Taylor, the father of scientific management, described
the classic command-and-control organization thus: “Each employee should
receive every day clear-cut, definite instructions as to just what he is to do
and how he is to do it, and these instructions should be exactly carried
out, whether they are right or wrong.”‡ Here, coordination is a matter of
centrally dictating employees’ activities in great detail. Treatment of this
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sort may easily lead to demotivation, as the discipline and monitoring
put in place to ensure that work gets done also ensure that only minimum
requirements are met.

Few executives today view organization in such a mechanistic way. Top
performance now depends on extracting the full potential of talented
individuals to reach levels of initiative and skill that the organizations of 
the past were never designed to exploit. As a result, the twin challenges of
motivation and coordination are becoming ever more important. For some
companies, particularly those in the fast-moving technology and pharma-
ceutical sectors, it is diƒficult to determine which is the more pressing. For
most, however, one challenge predominates.

Motivation and entrepreneurialism
We all know the symptoms. When entrepreneurialism is lacking, the cor-
porate center looms large. It makes the key decisions and launches the 
major initiatives, even when it professes to delegate authority. Line and
functional managers lack the autonomy, the capital, and the information 
to make things happen.

Executives at the corporate center are responsible for critical decisions,
particularly those concerning capital commitments. But as they tend to lack
direct knowledge of the markets in which their companies operate, their
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decisions can be poor. Critical issues inevitably receive too little attention 
or are overlooked.* 

Lengthy authorization and consensus-building processes stifle initiative.
Everyone knows that the corporate center will always intervene in matters
of moment. Performance is diƒficult to measure and individual account-
ability is weak, so it is impossible to employ performance-based incentives.
All these problems make it harder to attract and retain talented managers,
who find they are rewarded better and have more opportunities to put their
ideas into action elsewhere.

The business implications for such companies can be stark. Growth opportu-
nities are missed. Urgent decisions are deferred. Smaller, focused competitors
lure away profitable customers.

Coordination and knowledge
Many of the greatest challenges a corporation faces in coordinating its
activities relate to knowledge. Though it pervades all forms of activity, knowl-
edge has received surprisingly little management attention outside technical
contexts. It must now become a central managerial concern (see the article
that follows, “Best practice and beyond: Knowledge strategies”). 

It is easy to forget that finance made a similar transition not so long ago,
spurred in part by the work of James O. McKinsey on planning and budgeting†
and culminating in the development of modern corporate finance over the past
40 years. The theoretical and practical tools on which we now rely, such as net
present value and the capital assets pricing model, were simply not available to
previous generations of managers. We must learn to manage knowledge in an
equally explicit and integrated way, and for the same reason: there is economic
value in doing so.

Many management writers have recognized the importance of intangible
assets in general, and knowledge in particular. Few managers today would
confine themselves to an accountant’s analysis of physical and financial as-
sets in seeking to understand the value of a company. Yet despite the mount-
ing interest in intellectual capital, the experience of many corporations
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in managing knowledge and converting it into economic value is patchy
and disappointing.

Some companies have set up business units in order to boost initiative, but
have then struggled to bring about the interaction between units on which
knowledge generation and value creation depend. Others remain insular,
even though alliances are a powerful vehicle for value creation in their
industries. Still others lack the leverage and skills to capture an adequate
share of the value that their alliances create. Many lack both the incentives
and the resources – people, processes, systems, and knowledge itself – to
generate, refresh, and share knowledge.

For yet others, the knowledge challenge is more operational than strategic. 
An inability to share knowledge eƒfectively means that though one business
unit is aware of an opportunity, others are not, and the moment is lost. When
frontline execution is the problem, an otherwise impressive knowledge
advantage fails to translate into a competitive diƒference.

Whereas a corporation confronting an entrepreneurialism challenge typically
knows where the opportunities lie but cannot motivate its people to pursue
them vigorously enough, a corporation with a knowledge challenge can be
blindsided by competitors exploiting opportunities of which it is not even
aware. It may simply miss the boat strategically.

To find successful organizational designs, companies must solve the challenges
of entrepreneurialism and knowledge in tandem. Neither the entrepreneurial
drive of talented managers nor the sophistication of knowledge-based
strategies will be suƒficient in itself to secure success. Tomorrow’s winners
must have both.

The disaggregation imperative

Companies facing either or both of these challenges can best respond with
some form of disaggregation: the devolution of decision-making authority
withinandbeyondtheorganization,makingthecontrolledeconomyofthefirm
more like a market. Many chief executives recognize the impact that market
pressure can have on managers’ performance. By devolving decision making,
they seek to harness market forces to increase autonomy and accountability,
boost entrepreneurialism, enhance business flexibility, and improve access to
opportunities. The most important eƒfect is to put decisions in the hands of the
managers who are most familiar with the details of the business.

Internal disaggregation: Is it suƒficient?
Corporations can be disaggregated in several diƒferent ways: internally,
externally, or by combining elements of both. Internal disaggregation, where
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decision-making authority is devolved to managers of business units but full
ownership of assets rests with the corporation, is the most conservative option. 

Internal disaggregation oƒten resembles the decentralization and empower-
ment that many companies have embraced in recent years. The corporate
center continues to intervene in planning and operations – sometimes far
more than can be justified by its responsibilities to shareholders and legal
authorities. This inevitably stifles entrepreneurialism and makes the company
less attractive to talented managers.

Promises not to intervene suƒfer from what economists call “imperfect
commitment.” How can we believe that the corporate center won’t intervene
when it retains the right to do so? Not knowing when and how it might act,
managers are forced to factor the possibility of its intervention into their
day-to-day decision making. Despite its pledge to support autonomy, the
center casts a long shadow.

Internal disaggregation can be eƒfective only if steps are taken to tackle this
problem. One approach is to establish explicit rules to govern the interaction
between corporate center and units, with the CEO making a formal and public
commitment to abide by them. This amounts to the staking of a “reputation
hostage,” an action that economists would say facilitates cooperation between
two parties when one is in much the stronger bargaining position.

Another possibility is for the corporate center to limit its ability to intervene
by withdrawing from certain activities and information flows, reducing its
own resources, flattening the organization, or increasing the number of
business units. Many of these moves raise the cost of intervention and thus
reduce its frequency. ABB, for example, has a tiny corporate center but well
over 1,000 business units, each separately incorporated. Intervention in one
unit implies a choice not to intervene in the rest of the business. 

External disaggregation: The radical alternative
At the other extreme is external disaggregation, where corporations spin oƒf
parts of their business to the financial markets, thus reducing or surrendering
their ownership interest. Joint ventures may have similar eƒfects.

External disaggregation sets formal limits on the corporate center’s ability
to intervene. It also exposes managers directly to the pressures of the finan-
cial markets. Both changes strengthen entrepreneurialism. Performance
becomes more transparent when strict financial reporting replaces internal
managerial reporting, and when the market’s valuation is there for all
to see. Influence costs – the direct and indirect costs incurred because of
managers’ preoccupation with securing the favor of the corporate center –
are greatly reduced.
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By allowing the managers of a unit to own an equity stake in its business, exter-
nal disaggregation also helps companies deliver powerful incentives. Since
strong incentives and devolved authority are economic complements – in other
words, each makes the other more valuable – external disaggregation can, when
properly thought out, make a substantial contribution to corporate value.*

Internal or external?
Many executives believe that internal disaggregation is superior to external
because it is easier to achieve. Though spin-oƒfs may enhance motivation,
market discipline is harsh, they argue, so avoiding it should make the trans-
ition easier. External disaggregation involves heavy spending on lawyers,
bankers, and investor relations personnel. By contrast, the success of expo-
nents such as ABB, which appears to have solved the problem of imperfect
commitment without relinquishing asset ownership, makes internal disag-
gregation seem all the more alluring.

In reality, however, internal disaggregation is much harder to get right
because it is essentially a simulation. The corporate center is expected to act
as if it doesn’t have full control over the business units; the business units are
expected to act as if they have autonomy. Both sides are expected to act as if
the financial markets have a direct, enforceable claim over unit performance.
As none of these conditions holds, the eƒfectiveness of internal disaggre-
gation depends entirely on the participants’ ability to suspend disbelief and
carry on the simulation.

Success may prove elusive. As the poor reputation of employee empowerment
programs suggests, imperfect commitment can represent an insurmountable
hurdle. In many ways, external disaggregation, with the clear signal it sends,
is the more straightforward choice. Companies should at least start from the
assumption that it is the more feasible and powerful option.

A broader meaning of organization

At first sight, external disaggregation may appear to lead to the dissolution of
the organization as businesses are spun oƒf to the financial markets. Seen in
a wider perspective, however, markets are as much a form of organization as
firms. Both are means of motivating and coordinating activity. What distin-
guishes them, as Exhibit 1 illustrates, is the diƒferent emphasis they give to
motivation and coordination.

Market forms of organization are typified by arm’s-length transactions.
Personal initiative dominates, and participants cooperate only when an
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acceptable bargain can be struck. Markets
are a highly eƒficient mechanism for deliv-
ering simple, powerful incentives. By contrast,
in firms – hierarchical forms of organiza-
tion, as economists would say – a degree of
personal initiative is sacrificed in the interest
of cooperation.

In their purest forms, markets emphasize
motivation and hierarchies emphasize coordi-
nation. Every organizational form falls some-
where between these two extremes, estab-
lishing its own tradeoƒf between personal
initiative and enforced cooperation. 

Internal and external disaggregation can
both be understood as shiƒts away from
enforced cooperation toward personal ini-
tiative (Exhibit 2). Both make a hierarchy
more market-like. No organizational form 
is inherently superior, and many firms will
combine several, using hierarchies where
tight control is needed and more disaggre-
gated forms where activities can be out-
sourced. When groups of firms work together,
they also use diƒferent forms of organiza-
tion to pursue diƒferent objectives. Viewed as
a system for motivating and coordinating
activity, Silicon Valley is as much an organi-
zation as General Electric or the British Civil
Service. 

Relational forms of organization

This framework might seem to suggest that
a corporation must accept either limited
personal initiative, or limited enforced co-
operation. Fortunately, the reality is more

promising. The broad space in the center of the curve is increasingly
populated by innovative organizational forms (Exhibit 3).

These “relational” forms of organization, which include alliances, joint ven-
tures, long-term supplier relationships, and licensing arrangements, allow
companies to make market-based relationships more like the coordinated
interactions within a firm. They make possible a better tradeoƒf between
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personal initiative and enforced cooperation – one that continues to improve
as organizational experiments proceed and management practice matures.

For the corporation, the result can be a sphere of influence that extends
beyond the assets it owns and controls itself. This enables it to leverage others’
assets to create value while minimizing its own capital outlays, to expand
into new markets, and to draw on outside knowledge and talent. Corporations
such as Coca-Cola have become skilled at knowing when to push activities
(such as bottling) outside their ownership boundaries, and when to pull
activities into their sphere of influence in order to extend their reach. 

Such an approach oƒten produces a diversity of organizational forms within
a single enterprise. Some activities remain tightly controlled in hierarchies;
others are pushed into markets; and yet others operate in relational forms.
For an example, consider British Airways. Network scheduling, the heart of
its operation, is managed close to the corporate center. Catering is outsourced
to Gate Gourmet, a division of Swissair. Ticket sales and distribution are
conducted via a number of market-based channels. Finally, BA manages a
series of franchises and alliances with other carriers to own and fly aircraƒt
and provide cabin crews. 

Managing relational forms

Not every corporation that enters a relational form will gain. In many cases,
the combination of personal initiative and enforced cooperation that alliances
and other relational forms allow will create incremental value. However, the
split of that value may favor one of the partners.

The key to capturing value within a relational form is ownership of an asset
that is needed to make the greater value creation possible, and that is not
readily available elsewhere. In the language of economists, such an asset is
both scarce and complementary. Investment in such an asset increases returns
on investment in its complementing assets.

Intangible assets such as brands, reputation, and knowledge oƒten play this
role in partnerships. A corporation that possesses strong relationships with
customers, advanced manufacturing skills, or a key component technology
can attract a partner that has a product in need of distribution, manufac-
turing, or technical improvement, and bargain hard for a substantial share
of the value created by the partnership.

The value of intangible assets changes over time as a technology edge erodes,
say, or a partner becomes an insider in a previously unfamiliar market. As
a result, capturing the value from a relational form calls for careful planning
and continuous monitoring. This is particularly true of knowledge-intensive
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industries, because the value of knowledge tends to be especially volatile. In
economic terms, the value generated by a relational form should remain high so
long as both the scarcity and the complementarity of an asset are maintained.

But complementarity also operates within the corporation. Successful firms
have assets and features of management in which each element increases 
the value of the others.* Conventional management wisdom, endorsed in
such books as In Search of Excellence† and Built to Last,‡ holds that alignment
is an important goal: returns are increased when strategy, structure, systems,
and so on are aligned. Complementarity renders this somewhat vague notion
both precise and empirically testable.§

Complementarity explains not only how some organizations manage to create
exceptional value, but also why becoming one of them is so diƒficult. The
paradox of complementarity is that it makes exceptional returns possible,
but rare.| |

It is this very tendency for elements of a system to reinforce one another (the
inertia or “stickiness” encountered by any manager who has ever worked on
a change program) that makes it so hard to move from a low-value system of
complements to a higher-value one. The early steps in the transition reduce
value, oƒten sharply, because complementarity is being reduced. Only aƒter
the change has reached an advanced stage does the positive eƒfect of the 
new emerging system of complements outweigh the negative eƒfect of the
disturbance to the older system that is being replaced.

A further paradox is that disaggregation, as a process that fosters diversity
across the corporation, actually increases local complementarity. This is so
because in complex corporations with multiple activities and business units,
there may be no single system of complements that applies across the board.
Disaggregation makes it possible to tailor systems of complements unit by
unit. A disaggregated technology firm, for example, may find it valuable to
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≠ See Paul Milgrom and John Roberts, “Complementarities and fit: Strategy, structure, and
organizational change in manufacturing,” Journal of Accounting and Economics, April 1995, Volume
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establish diƒferent talent profiles, incentives, performance measures, and
cultures for its research, marketing, and manufacturing units.

As disaggregation proceeds, an outmoded, low-value system of complements
at the corporate level may be called into question, perhaps for the first time.
A large, diversified, and poor-performing technology corporation that
establishes a relational form with a smaller, more focused, and higher-
performing partner, for instance, may gain more from learning how to change
than from the actual business the two do together.

The diƒficulty of knowledge management

Instilling entrepreneurialism, while by no means easy to achieve, is none the
less a readily comprehensible objective. The goals and means of knowledge
management are altogether more diƒficult to grasp.

As an asset, knowledge has complex characteristics all of its own: extra-
ordinary leverage and increasing returns; a tendency toward fragmenta-
tion and leakage; a need for refreshment; and uncertainty as to value creation
and value sharing. Thanks to these characteristics, the need to manage
knowledge more eƒfectively is both a primary driver of disaggregation and
a practical constraint on it. This is in sharp contrast to the challenge of
entrepreneurialism, which can usually be addressed simply by increasing
disaggregation.

Disaggregation helps to solve the knowledge challenge by increasing a cor-
poration’s “surface area,” or the number of points at which it has access to
knowledge. Corporations that participate in a multitude of relational forms
are much more likely to stay in the knowledge flow than those that do not.
Such access is as important in continuously refreshing knowledge as it is in
acquiring it in the first place.

Moreover, knowledge generation oƒten flourishes in smaller units, partly
because their organization can be tailored to their specific challenges and
requirements, as with the disaggregated technology firm that creates dis-
tinctive incentives and other design elements for research, marketing, and
manufacturing. Knowledge generation also functions better in smaller units
because the greater autonomy that comes with smaller scale is a strong
complement with knowledge-generating activities. This explains why the
outright acquisition of partners for their competence in generating knowledge
so oƒten fails. The complementarity within the unit disappears when it is
assimilated into the organization of the new parent.

Yet disaggregation can also put up barriers to the generation of knowledge.
Every business unit will have a bias toward maximizing its own value, and
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will refuse to participate in knowledge sharing and other forms of cooperation
unless they are in its interests. When they are not, opportunities to create
value at the corporate level will be forgone.

Disaggregation can pose other diƒficulties too. The cost of coordination
may surge as more units lead to many more interactions. Value capture
may decline as a corporation discovers that some of the scarce comple-
mentary assets in its partnerships are held not by itself, but by its newly
independent partners. Finally, the corporation may find that although as
a disaggregated whole it remains in the knowledge flow, its corporate center
is outside the flow and becoming less able to play a part in maximizing
value creation. In extreme cases, such circumstances may lead to the break-
up of the corporation.

On balance, however, we believe that companies should approach disag-
gregation more radically that they have to date. The eƒfective design of
relational forms and incentives can limit the risks involved. In any case,
corporate centers would do well to show more humility in describing the role
they play. Many have a long way to go before they can justly claim to have 
a positive eƒfect on their company’s ability to manage the challenges of
entrepreneurialism and knowledge.

The shape of the modern firm

What sorts of corporation would result from the systematic application of
the design principles we have outlined? Our research suggests that no single
model will prevail. Rather, organizations will adopt a variety of shapes, and
change them as new strategic challenges emerge.

One broad tendency can be identified, however. Economists speak of “the
modern firm” as a federated body rather than a single hierarchical enterprise
– one where the decisions of constituent units oƒten precede or powerfully
influence those of top management. Whereas historically firms have vertically
integrated in order to control access to scarce physical resources, modern
firms are internally and externally disaggregated, participating in a variety of
alliances and joint ventures and outsourcing even those activities normally
regarded as core. In the past, the incentives employed by firms were weaker
than those that markets can provide; today, designers of modern firms are
creating innovative and powerful incentive systems (see the article that
follows, “Industrial venture capitalism: Sharing ownership to create value”). 

Despite the term “modern,” there is strong evidence that disaggregated, fed-
eral designs go back several hundred years. The eighteenth-century North
West Company featured decentralized decision making, a franchise-like
structure, and strong incentive systems, features that enabled it to overtake
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the entrenched Hudson’s Bay Company despite its overwhelming structural
advantages.*

More recently, a revolutionary analysis of the famous General Motors/Fisher
Body case suggests that the relationship between the two firms, both before
and aƒter GM’s acquisition of Fisher, was highly collaborative and based as
much on the knowledge of the Fisher brothers as on the hard assets of Fisher
Body’s plants.†

We suspect that global competition, the growing importance of knowledge work,
and the plummeting cost of information technology will increase the pressure
on firms to adopt a modern disaggregated design. Our experience suggests that
the role of the chief executives of the world’s top corporations has already shiƒted
from that of master entrepreneur or chief monitor of performance to that of
architect, responsible for designing the organization to achieve the best tradeoƒf
between personal initiative and enforced cooperation.

Given the size and scope of today’s corporations, this is a daunting leadership
task. Those who rise to the challenge will find that the principles of organi-
zational economics provide useful tools for the job.
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